In relating pollution to birth outcomes, maternal exposure has usually been described using monitoring data. Such characterization provides a misrepresentation of exposure as (i) it does not take into account the spatial misalignment between an individual's residence and monitoring sites, and (ii) it ignores the fact that individuals spend most of their time indoors and typically in more than one location. In this paper, we break with previous studies by using a stochastic simulator to describe personal exposure (to particulate matter) and then relate simulated exposures at the individual level to the health outcome (birthweight) rather than aggregating to a selected spatial unit. We propose a hierarchical model that, at the first stage, specifies a linear relationship between birthweight and personal exposure, adjusting for individual risk factors and introduces random spatial effects for the census tract of maternal residence. At the second stage, we specify the distribution of each individual's personal exposure using the empirical distribution yielded by the stochastic simulator as well as a model for the spatial random effects. We have applied our framework to analyze birthweight data from 14 counties in North Carolina in years 2001 and 2002. We investigate whether there are certain aspects and time windows of exposure that are more detrimental to birthweight by building different exposure metrics which we incorporate, one by one, in our hierarchical model. To assess the difference in relating ambient exposure (i.e., exposure to ambient concentration) to birthweight versus personal exposure to birthweight, we compare estimates of the effect of air pollution obtained from hierarchical models that linearly relate ambient exposure and birthweight to those obtained from our modeling framework. Our analysis does not show a significant effect of PM 2.5 on birthweight for reasons which we discuss. However, our modeling framework serves as a template for general analyses of the relationship between personal exposure and longer term health endpoints.
INTRODUCTION
The contribution of this paper is to develop a prototype hierarchical model for assessing the effect of air pollution on a long-term health outcome such as birthweight. We use a stochastic human exposure simulator, captured through empirical distributions, driven by ambient exposure obtained through fusing monitoring data and atmospheric numerical model output. We model at the individual level rather than aggregating to counts at census units in order to incorporate individual level risk factors. However, spatial random effects are introduced at the census unit level. We offer novel exposure metrics beyond average concentration which can be created due to the high spatial and temporal resolution in our pollution data. We propagate uncertainty in exposure through the hierarchical model to obtain appropriate uncertainty in the effect of exposure as well as in predictions using the model. Air pollution has an adverse effect on human health: increasing concentration of pollutants are associated with a significant increase in nonaccidental mortality (Goldberg et al., 2001) , total mortality (Dockery et al., 1993; Schwartz, 1994; Katsouyanni et al., 2001; Fuentes et al., 2006) , cardiovascular disease (Braga et al., 2001; Hoek et al., 2001) , respiratory deaths (Ostro et al., 2000; Braga et al., 2001) , and morbity in general Schwartz, 1999; Samet et al., 2000; Zanobetti et al., 2000) . Health risks are not homogeneously spread across the population: elderly (Saldiva et al., 1995; Katsouyanni et al., 2001) , children (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Schwartz et al., 1994; Heinrich et al., 1999) , and infants (Bobak and Leon, 1992; Woodruff et al., 1997) are more vulnerable to the harmful effects of air pollution than the general adult population.
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More recently, it has been suggested that fetuses might also be susceptible to the noxious effects of air pollution and a growing body of research on air pollution and birth outcomes has been carried out to validate such hypothesis. Studies have been conducted in several parts of the United States as well as around the world. In the United States, researchers have examined the relationship between air pollution and birth outcomes in California (Ritz and Yu, 1999; Ritz et al., 2000; Basu et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2005) , Nevada (Chen et al., 2002) , Georgia Dunlop, 2000, 2005) , Connecticut and Massachusets (Bell et al., 2007) , Northeastern US (Maisonet et al., 2001) , and the entire US (Woodruff et al., 1997) . Internationally, studies have been conducted in Brazil (Gouveia et al., 2004) , Canada (Liu et al., 2003; Dugandzic et al., 2006) , Korea (Ha et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003) , Taiwan (Yang et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2004) , Australia (Mannes et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2006) , China (Wang et al., 1997) , and the Czech Republic (Bobak, 2000) . In each of these studies, the effects of exposure to several pollutants (ozone, particulate matter, total suspended particles, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and carbon monoxide) during different phases of the pregnancy (first trimester, last trimester, entire pregnancy) on birth outcomes (birth weight, low birth weight, preterm delivery, intrauterine growth restrictions and retardation, birth defects) have been examined with various results. Some authors have found an increase in the risk of low birth weight or premature birth as mothers are exposed to increasing concentrations of either pollutants during the entire pregnancy or earlier/later stages of the pregnancy. Others did not find a significant association between exposure and birth outcomes during any particular time window. Reviews on some of the literature on the effect of air pollution on pregnancy outcomes can be found in Š rám (1999), Maisonet et al. (2004) and Š rám et al. (2005) .
Despite differences in spatial locations, populations considered, temporal windows of exposure and/or pollutants examined, all the studies on air pollution and birth outcomes share a similar characteristic. Maternal exposure to a pollutant is usually quantified by taking the average concentration, over the selected time window, of the pollutant under consideration as it is reported by outdoor monitors. While using monitoring data might seem a natural choice, there are two main problems with such a characterization of exposure: (i) monitors are not located where subjects live and (ii) individuals do not spend all of their time outdoors. As a consequence, ambient exposure, that is, exposure to an air pollutant in an outdoor environment, should not be considered equivalent to personal exposure and care should be taken in extrapolating the relationship between ambient exposure and birth outcomes to personal exposure and birth outcomes.
During the course of a day, an individual is exposed to pollution generated from sources that are located both outdoors and indoors. Therefore an individual's daily personal exposure is the sum of the exposure to pollutants accumulated in these two macro-environments. It is clear then that personal exposure and ambient exposure are not equal (Dockery and Spengler, 1981; Spengler et al., 1985; Lioy et al., 1990) , and studies have also shown that they are only weakly correlated (Lioy et al., 1990; Ö zkaynak et al., 1996; Wallace, 1996) . In light of this, using ambient exposure as a proxy for personal exposure in health studies might lead to biases both in the estimate of the effect of air pollution (Armstrong et al., 1992; Zeger et al., 2000) and in the assessment of its uncertainty Gryparis et al.) .
To account for the discrepancy between ambient and personal exposure, Dominici et al. (2000) propose a hierarchical measurement error model that links personal exposure to mortality in Baltimore in two stages. In the first stage, Dominici et al. (2000) use external data from five different cities to estimate the relationship between average ambient concentration and average personal exposure. They use this relationship to derive personal exposures for Baltimore, given the ambient concentration. Then, they establish a linear relationship between the derived personal exposures and mortality. Using a similar framework and considering again the city of Baltimore, McBride et al. (2007) presents a Bayesian hierarchical model whose aim is to characterize the relationship between personal exposure to fine particulate matter, that is PM 2.5 , and ambient concentration.
In both of these studies, personal exposure is derived from ambient exposure using a regression model. A different approach to obtain personal exposures is by using exposure simulators. Exposure simulators are stochastic models that predict the average personal exposure to a pollutant for demographic subgroups by randomly sampling individuals from each demographic group and randomly associating to each individual a time activity pattern that matches the subject in terms of personal characteristics, day of the week, temperature, season, etc. A description of the theoretical probabilistic framework underlying exposure simulators such as pNEM (Law et al., 1997) , SHEDS-PM (Burke et al., 2001) , APEX (Ozone 2006) and pCNEM (Zidek et al., 2003 (Zidek et al., , 2007 can be found in Zidek et al. (2003) .
Initially, exposure simulators were developed with the goal of determining the effect of ambient regulatory strategies on human exposure by observing how different ambient concentration scenarios changed the predicted personal exposure for each demographic group. Recently, they have been used as a tool to estimate personal exposures that are subsequently incorporated into statistical models relating air pollution to health outcomes. Holloman et al. (2004) and Calder et al. (2008) use a deterministic simplified version of the SHEDS-PM simulator to derive personal exposures to PM 2.5 for eight counties in North Carolina for which they analyze mortality data. Shaddick et al. (2008) obtain sets of personal exposures to PM 10 for eight districts in the Greater London area using the pCNEM simulator. A parametric distribution is fitted to these exposures which provides the second stage specification in a Bayesian hierarchical model that relates exposure to mortality counts for senior citizens. A similar approach is employed by Reich et al. (2009) , who estimate personal exposures using the SHEDS-PM simulator and relate them to mortality in Fresno (CA) using a Bayesian hierarchical model. In this work, as in the others mentioned above, both the health outcome and the personal exposure are not modeled at the individual level, but rather they are aggregated over an area.
As noted at the outset, we present a methodological template for employing contaminant exposure simulators to explain a health outcome when both the personal exposure and the health outcome are considered at the individual level. Again, this enables us to introduce individual level risk factors. In particular, we consider PM 2.5 as the pollutant, birthweight as the health outcome and we use the SHEDS-PM model (Burke et al., 2001) as the exposure simulator. SHEDS-PM enables us to account for variation in the daily activity of pregnant women and hence to capture uncertainty in individual exposure.
To assess the difference in relating ambient exposure and birthweight versus relating personal exposure and birthweight, we compare the use of ambient exposure developed through fusion of monitoring station data and computer model output with exposure developed through the simulator. This allows us to address a long-standing question of whether more reliable measures of exposure provide a different signal with regard to effect on birthweight outcomes. Additionally, to characterize maternal exposure over the course of a pregnancy we have built several metrics that take us beyond average concentration and also allow us to investigate various windows of vulnerability. We introduce these, one at time, into a regression model to explain birthweight. The simulator provides us only with empirical prior distributions for these metrics, not actual realizations for a given pregnancy. The uncertainty in these exposure metrics is then propagated to uncertainty in birthweight via a Bayesian hierarchical model that we fit through MCMC methods.
For the dataset we work with, we find a weak story regardless of how we introduce exposure; there seems to be no evidence of a relationship between PM 2.5 exposure and birthweight. We discuss why, for our analysis, this might be expected. Still, taking a broader view, our approach can be viewed as a prototype for future investigations of this sort.
The format of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the birth outcome dataset we used as well as exposure data. In Section 3 we describe the SHEDS-PM model and how we used it here. Section 4 develops the various metrics we use to characterize exposure during a pregnancy. Section 5 develops the hierarchical model we employ while Section 6 summarizes the results of our analyses. We conclude with a summary and discussion in Section 7.
2. DATA
Birth outcome data
The Detailed Birth Record (DBR) database documents every live birth occurring in the state of North Carolina since 1990. For each birth, the DBR database reports the weight, originally measured in pounds (0-14) and ounces (0-16) and subsequently transformed in grams, the plurality, the number of children born dead and alive, the sex, the presence/absence of congenital anomalies and/or maternal complications, and the gestation length, clinically estimated and measured in weeks. The database also contains extensive information on maternal and paternal demographics, such as maternal and paternal race, maternal education, maternal age, maternal tobacco and alcohol use, marital status, and maternal residence. For our analysis, we have restricted our attention to birth outcome data for years 2001 and 2002 since these are the years for which PM 2.5 concentration data was available to us. Since our interest is to study the relationship between air quality and birth outcomes, in this study we only consider births occurring in the counties in the corridor along the two major interstate highways that cross the center of the state, Interstate 85 and Interstate 40, where we would expect the air quality to be the poorest in the state. Those are also the counties that include the major urban areas and population centers in North Carolina. The 14 North Carolina counties and associated census tracts included in this study are shown in Figure 6 in the Appendix. They are, from South to North: Gaston, Mecklenburg, Cabarrus, Rowan, Davidson, Randolph, Guilford, Alamance, Orange, Durham, Granville, and Vance. We note that, though these 14 counties provide the highest PM 2.5 exposures in North Carolina, they are moderate compared to levels observed in previous studies linking such exposure to health outcomes.
As our goal is to determine the effect on birthweight of maternal exposure to PM 2.5 over the course of the pregnancy, we have only analyzed birth outcomes relative to pregnancies for which the entire gestation is fully included in the period January 1, 2001-December 31, 2002. We have also restricted the birth outcome data based on personal characteristics of the mother. Precisely, we have only considered birth outcomes for mothers who self-described themselves as either ''Non-Hispanic White'', ''Non-Hispanic Black'' or ''Hispanics'', with an age between 15 and 44 years, who had a gestation of at least 24 weeks and at most 42 weeks, and for which information on maternal tobacco and alcohol use was available. Finally, we excluded from our study births that were less than 400 grams, births with congenital anomalies, and non-singleton births.
In total, our dataset comprises 49 869 births. Of these, the majority, 59.4%, were from non-hispanic white mothers, while 25.7% were from non-hispanic black mothers and 15.0% from hispanic mothers. Maternal education was reported as number of years of schools completed. We subsequently grouped this variable in five categories: ''middle school'', ''some high school'', ''high school'', ''some college,'' and ''college''. About 35% of the mothers in our dataset graduated from college, while 20.4% went through some years of it but did not complete it. Among the remaining mothers, 24.1% graduated from high school, 14.1% did not complete it and only 6.7% has a middle school diploma. Maternal age was originally recorded in integer years; however, to facilitate the analysis and the merging of SHEDS-PM simulated individuals with mothers in our birth outcomes dataset, we grouped maternal age into four age classes: 15-17 years, 18-24, 25-34, and 35-44 . About 54% of the births in our dataset were from mothers aged between 25 and 34 years, while only 3:4% were from mothers aged between 15 and 17 years of age. We have also included in our analysis marital status (32:5% are married) and self-reported maternal tobacco use during pregnancy (9:5%).
Finally, with the use of the Geographical Information System (GIS) software, it has been possible to geocode every birth in the dataset to the census tract of residence of the mother. This has enabled us to analyze the birth outcome data spatially, as the model in Section 5 indicates. A spatial map of the average birthweight for each census tract considered in this study is presented in Figure 1(a) . As the figure shows, the average birthweight in the central counties of Alamance, Orange, and Durham is among the largest. However, the same counties are also characterized by great variability in birthweight (figure not shown).
Air pollution data
Particulate matter (PM) consists of small particles of solids and liquids that are suspended in the air. They are introduced in the atmosphere as a result of both biological and chemical processes and human activities (motor vehicles, power plants and wood burning, for example). In our study, we focus only on PM 2.5 (also called fine particulate matter) and we examine the effect of exposure to fine particulate matter on birth outcomes. Our air pollution data refers to daily concentration of PM 2.5 . Two different types of data on PM 2.5 concentration were available to us: monitoring data collected at sites sparsely located over North Carolina and gridded predictions of daily PM 2.5 average concentration. The latter were produced by the Models-3/Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ; http:// www.epa.gove/asmdnerl/CMAQ), a numerical model that estimates daily concentration of PM 2.5 by integrating information coming from three different components: a meteorological component which accounts for the state and evolution in time of the atmosphere, an emission component which deals with emission injected in the atmosphere by both chemical plants and natural processes, and a component that accounts for the chemical and physical interactions occurring in the atmosphere. For our study we have used daily predictions of PM 2.5 concentration obtained from the CMAQ numerical model run at the 12-km spatial resolution. The CMAQ output is available for each day and at a higher spatial resolution than the monitoring network though it is known to have calibration issues. The monitoring station data is not necessarily collected daily but, when available, it provides measurements that would be deemed more reliable than CMAQ output.
We use the fusion approach of McMillan et al. (2009) to exploit both sources of information (monitoring data and CMAQ output). Hence, we assume that there exists a true unobserved spatial process defined at the 12-km grid cell level that is related to both the observational data and the numerical model output via measurement error models. We use the median of the posterior predictive distribution of the unobserved spatial process given the observational data and the CMAQ model output as the daily ''fused ambient concentration'' of PM 2.5 . These fused data is defined at the grid cell level as the unobserved spatial process. Since the spatial resolution at which the SHEDS-PM exposure simulator operates is at the census tract level, we have further interpolated our daily fused predictive surfaces of PM 2.5 concentration to the centroids of the census tracts considered in this study using ordinary kriging (Cressie, 1993) with an exponential covariance function. The form of the covariance function was determined by a visual inspection of the empirical variogram of the daily fused PM 2.5 data, with covariance parameters estimated daily via weighted least squares. We note that the form of the covariance function used to krige the outdoor concentration to the census tract centroids is not expected to influence our findings, since in our model, exposure to PM 2.5 , only enters the analysis through exposure metrics or through the empirical distributions of personal exposure generated using SHEDS-PM. as obtained from the fused surfaces for each census tract considered in this study. As the figure shows, there is considerable spatial variability in the level of air pollution, with the central counties of Wake and Guilford having two of the highest average concentrations. The spatial map also displays some unexpected features, such as the moderate level of PM 2.5 in Mecklenburg county, which contains the city of Charlotte, and the elevated concentration of PM 2.5 in Vance county. The latter is likely explained by the presence of a power plant nearby.
SHEDS-PM
The Stochastic Human Exposure and Dose Simulator for PM (SHEDS-PM; Burke et al., 2001 ) is a stochastic model that estimates the distribution of average daily personal exposure for a population via a two-dimensional Monte Carlo sampling scheme that propagates the uncertainty in the input distributions to the predicted distribution of personal exposure. Several different inputs are needed by the SHEDS-PM model, including probability distributions of exposure factors and three types of databases. The latter include: (1) hourly or daily average of PM 2.5 concentration for each census tract in the spatial domain of interest; (2) demographic information for each census tract; and (3) human activity diaries from the publicly available CHAD database with data on the amount of time individuals spend in different locations (i.e., outdoors, indoors, in vehicle). The former include: parameters of equations for estimating indoor PM concentrations, such as residential air exchange rates, house volumes, penetration/deposition rates, and indoor source emission rates (e.g., cooking, cleaning, and smoking). The distributions assigned to each of these inputs have been developed using data from previous studies and may characterize the variability in the data using multiple distributions that depend on season or housing type, for example.
To estimate the distribution of average daily personal exposure for a population, SHEDS-PM simulates for each census tract, a representative number of individuals that match the census tract in demographic characteristics such as gender, age, employment status, and housing type. Each simulated individual is randomly assigned a set of activity diaries for the time period of PM concentration data, based on the individual's personal characteristics, day of the week and season. SHEDS-PM calculates the PM concentration for each location in the individual's activity diary (microenvironment) using the time series of ambient PM concentrations in equations that estimate the contribution due to both outdoor and indoor sources.
More specifically, let i denote a census tract, let s denote an individual simulated by SHEDS-PM in tract i, and C i ðdÞ be the average daily PM 2.5 concentration in census tract i on day d. Then, the ambient exposure or the exposure due to outdoor concentration for individual s living in census tract i on day d is:
An individual's exposure in each of the seven indoor microenvironments is derived using microenvironment specific equations. In particular, for the residence microenvironment (denoted by r), the average daily concentration of PM 2.5 for simulated individual s living in census tract i is obtained using the single-compartment steady-state mass balance equation (Ö zkaynak et al., 1996) :
where P s , k s , ach s , and V is denote, respectively, the penetration factor, the deposition rate, the air exchange rate, and the volume of the residence of simulated individual s living in census tract i, while E smk;s , N cig;s , E cook;s , t cook;s , and E other;s indicate, respectively, the emission rate for smoking, the numbers of cigarette individual s smoked during the SHEDS-PM model time step T, the emission rate for cooking, the time simulated individual s spent cooking during model time step T, and the emission rate for other sources for simulated individual s.
On the other hand, the average daily concentration of PM 2.5 in any other indoor microenvironment m different from residence (e.g., office, school, store, restaurant, bar, and vehicle) is given by: represent, respectively, the contributions to average concentration in microenvironment m due to indoor and outdoor sources. The regression coefficients in Equation (3) are provided with probability distributions derived from previous exposure studies, and are randomly sampled for each simulated individual. Note that, while in theory the average daily concentration of PM 2.5 in any indoor microenvironment could be computed using a similar mass balance equation to Equation (2), in practice, the scarcity of data available for other microenvironments renders estimating the mass-balance equation parameters (i.e., air exchange rate, penetration, deposition rate, etc.) infeasible for the non-residential microenvironments, hence motivating the regression in Equation (3).
The average daily personal exposure for a simulated individual s is computed by summing the individual's exposure to ambient concentration and the individual's exposure in each of the seven indoor microenvironments. At their turn, each of these terms is obtained by multiplying, respectively, the average daily concentration of particulate matter either outdoor or in any of the seven indoor microenvironments by the amount of time the individual spends outdoor or in any of the indoor microenvironments.
More specifically, revising (1) Finally, the distribution of average daily personal exposure on day d for a population is obtained as the empirical distribution of average daily personal exposure for each simulated individual. In addition to the average daily personal exposure for each simulated individual, SHEDS-PM also returns the decomposition of the exposure in terms of outdoor and indoor sources.
CHARACTERIZING EXPOSURE
During the course of a pregnancy, a woman undergoes physiological, biochemical and anatomical changes that might affect her overall response and susceptibility to external stimuli. To investigate whether there are periods during the course of a pregnancy in which a mother and her fetus are more vulnerable to the harmful effects of PM 2.5 , and to determine which aspects of the exposure to PM 2.5 are more critical, we characterize maternal exposure to PM 2.5 using different metrics examined in different time windows.
We can develop such metrics because of the high spatio-temporal resolution of our air pollution data. Normally, in studies of air pollution and birth outcomes, researchers have used only monitoring data to represent exposure. Due to the infrequent and irregular sampling of PM 2.5 monitors and their sparse locations, most researchers have used as exposure metric the ambient average concentration reported by monitors located within a county (Chen et al., 2002; Basu et al., 2004; Bell et al., 2007) , an area (Lee et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2003 ,Wang et al., 1997 Woodruff et al., 1997) , or a city (Ha et al., 2001; Maisonet et al., 2001; Gouveia et al., 2004; Mannes et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2006) . Others have used as exposure metric the average obtained from the closest monitor(s) to the subject's residence, but limiting their analysis only to birth outcomes for mothers who reside within a certain distance from monitoring sites (Ritz and Yu, 1999; Ritz et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2003; Basu et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2004; Mannes et al., 2005; Parker et al., 2005; Dugandzic et al., 2006) . In our case, the high spatio-temporal resolution of the air pollution data, permits us to use all the birth outcome data and allows us to investigate several research questions. More specifically, we can investigate whether it is the prolonged maternal exposure to PM 2.5 or the exposure to extreme values of PM 2.5 or the combined effect of both that is more harmful to the fetus.
To describe the three different metrics that we have developed, we follow the notation introduced in Section 3, denoting with C i ðdÞ the average daily PM 2.5 concentration in census tract i on day d. We indicate with T ij the period of long-term exposure for individual j living in census tract i, while we use the symbol W ij to indicate any sub-window of exposure, i.e., W ij T ij . In the context of our study, the period of long-term exposure T ij coincides with subject j's entire pregnancy; in other environmental exposure studies, the definition of the period of long-term exposure will be different and might not be subject-specific. As in Equation (1), the daily ambient exposure for individual j on day d is given by E a ij ðdÞ ¼ C i ðdÞ. This implies that the ambient long-term exposure for individual j during T ij is given by the time series:
With regard to individual exposure, we used SHEDS-PM to associate with each pregnancy j in tract i an empirical distribution of daily personal exposure, E p ij ðdÞ. More precisely, if we denote with S ij ¼ fs j g the set of individuals s j simulated by SHEDS-PM in census tract i that match subject j in terms of age, then we obtain the set of daily personal exposures fE p is j ðdÞ : s j 2S ij g derived according to Equation (4). In turn, we obtain the personal long-term exposure for individual j during T ij as a set of time series, fE p is j : s j 2S ij g where
In our study, for each i and j we took the set S ij to be of cardinality n ¼ 30, while we set the average daily ambient concentration C i ðdÞ of PM 2.5 in census tract i on day d to be equal to the fused daily concentration of PM 2.5 . The proposed metrics below compute a function of E a ij to obtain the ambient value of the metric and also compute this function for each of the E p is j to obtain an empirical distribution of personal exposure under this metric. The vertical lines in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b) indicate seven illustrative time windows W ij that we have considered in our analysis for each i; j: respectively, the first 30 days, the first 60 days, the first trimester, the second trimester, the last 60 days, the last 30 days, and the entire pregnancy, T ij . Each of the metrics that we present below have been examined through these time windows.
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/environmetrics Following previous studies on air pollution and birthweight, we take as a first metric the average exposure to PM 2.5 over any time window W ij . Thus, under the ambient exposure scenario, the first metric, the average ambient exposure, is given by ðdÞ. Thus, under the personal exposure scenario, the first metric is estimated with a distribution. Figure 3 (a) displays a kernel density estimate of this distribution when the time window of exposure is the entire pregnancy. The value of the average ambient exposure A a T ij during the entire pregnancy T ij is indicated in Figure 3 (a) with a vertical line.
Second metric: percentage of days over a threshold
The second metric finds its justification in the hypothesis that perhaps exposure to high values of PM 2.5 is particularly deleterious for birthweight; average exposure does not capture this. Therefore, for individual j living in census tract i, we define percentage of days daily ambient exposure exceeded a threshold level l during time window W ij , the quantity,
1 ðE a ij ðdÞ!lÞ Þ Â 100 (6) where 1 ðE a ij ðdÞ!lÞ is the indicator function for E a ij ðdÞ ! l or not. Note that in Equation (6), we standardize the metric to account for differences in the length of pregnancies.
Given the frequency distribution of daily PM 2.5 concentration in the census tracts in North Carolina considered in this study, we took as threshold l the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) set by EPA for particulate matter for the yearly average, that is, 15mg=m 3 . Using this threshold, the value of the second metric for the illustrative mother in Mecklenburg is equal to 35:92% when W ij ¼ T ij . In an analogous way, we define the second metric under the personal exposure scenario: the percentage of days daily personal exposure exceeded a threshold l, P p W ij ;l . As for the first exposure metric, we estimate P p W ij ;l using the set fP p W is j ;l : s j 2S ij g where P p W is j ;l has been computed, for each s j 2S ij by using an appropriately modified version of Equation (6). A kernel density estimate of the distribution defined by the set fP p W is j ;l : s j 2S ij g for the illustrative mother living in Mecklenburg is presented in Figure 3 (b), with the vertical line displaying the value of the second metric under the ambient exposure approach. Here, the time window of exposure considered is the entire pregnancy T ij .
Third metric: area above a threshold
The second metric, while accounting for extremes, does not take into consideration their magnitude. Additionally, it does not differentiate between situations where high concentration of particulate matter is an isolated event and situations where the elevated exposure is prolonged over time. To take into account both of these aspects, magnitude and length of duration, we define a third metric, the area under the subject's exposure curve above a threshold l during a selected time window W ij . Also in this case, to account for differences in gestation lengths, we have standardized the metric by dividing it by the length of the time window. Therefore, in the case of ambient exposure, for any window of exposure W ij , we define the normalized area under the ambient exposure curve above l as the quantity,
ð1 ðE a ij ðdÞ!lÞ Þ Á ðE a ij ðdÞÀlÞ:
Analogously, we define the normalized area under the personal exposure curve above l, R p W ij ;l , which we estimate via the distribution defined by the set fR p W is j ;l : s j 2S ij g. For the illustrative mother in consideration, taking l ¼ 15mg=m 3 , the normalized area under the ambient exposure curve above l when W ij ¼ T ij is 1:98ðmg=m 3 Þ 2 , while the kernel density estimate of the distribution defined by the set fR p W is j ;l : s j 2S ij g is displayed in Figure 3 (c). Thus, under the ambient exposure scenario, to each mother is associated a set of 3 Â 7 ¼ 21 values, given by the three metrics evaluated over the seven time windows. Correspondingly, using personal exposure, to each mother is associated a set of 21 distributions. Figure 3 presents kernel density estimates of three of these distributions for the illustrative mother that we took as example. In each panel, the corresponding value of the metric obtained using ambient exposure is indicated by a vertical line. As these plots seem to indicate, for this particular individual, the value of the exposure metrics obtained using ambient exposure are either about the same magnitude or larger than the median of the distributions of the corresponding exposure metrics obtained using the personal exposure curves. This is true for most of the subjects in our study as pairwise scatterplots of the value of the three exposure metrics obtained using ambient exposure and of the median of the distributions of the corresponding exposure metrics obtained using the personal exposure curves when the time window of exposure is the entire pregnancy indicate (figure not shown).
To further illustrate the relationship between the values of the exposure metrics obtained using ambient exposure and the distributions of those metrics obtained under the personal exposure scenario, Figure 7 in the Appendix shows kernel density estimates of the distributions of the three metrics for all the women in our database grouped by age when the selected time window of exposure is the entire pregnancy. More specifically, Figure 7 (a) presents the distribution of the average ambient exposure metric, while panel (c) shows the distribution of the average personal exposure metric. To construct the distribution presented in panel (b) we have considered, for each woman, the median of the distribution of the average personal exposure metric. We have proceeded similarly for the other two metrics.
In accord with what was observed in Figure 3 , the average ambient exposure metric and the median of the distribution of average personal exposure are fairly comparable in terms of magnitude and spread. On the other hand, the distribution of average personal exposure is more spread out than that of average ambient exposure as panel (c) in Figure 7 indicate, allowing for the possibility of high personal exposures, which is not contemplated in the ambient exposure scenario. Also, as a natural consequence, the range of possible values for the second and third metrics are larger under the personal exposure approach than in the ambient exposure scenario, as panels (e) and (h) of Figure 7 show. Additionally, while ambient exposure doesn't present any difference in the profile of the distributions for the different age groups, the distributions of the three metrics are different for the four age groups when exposure is characterized in terms of personal exposure. In particular, from Figure 7 it appears that, in general, personal exposures of younger mothers are lower than that of older mothers.
THE MODEL
We start by presenting the model employed in the ambient exposure scenario and we subsequently show how the model is modified to incorporate a distribution for personal exposure. In both cases, the spatial unit at which we work is the census tract, a total of 616 in our study region.
Using ambient exposure
Let i be the index denoting a census tract in our area of study, with i ¼ 1; . . .; M ¼ 616, and let Y ij denote the birthweight of a baby born to mother j living in census tract i, j ranging from 0 to N i , N i being the number of subjects in our birth outcome dataset living in census tract i. Let X ij be a vector with socio-economic information for subject j living in census tract i. X ij contains information on: gestation length, measured in weeks, maternal race, categorized into three classes (Non-Hispanic White, Non-Hispanic Black, and Hispanics), maternal age, grouped into four classes (15-17, 18-24, 25-34 , and 35-44 years of age), maternal education, categorized into five classes (middle school, some high school, high school, some college, and college), maternal smoking status, grouped into two classes (smoker and non-smoker), marital status (married and not-married), birth order, grouped into two categories (first born and not-first born), and sex of the baby. Let O i denote the percentage of owner-occupied units in census tract i (other tract level covariates were considered but were not significant). In performing our analysis we take as baseline the following classes: Non-Hispanic White for maternal race, 25-34 for maternal age class, high school for maternal eduction, non-smoking for smoking status, married for marital status, non-first born for birth order, and female for sex of the baby. Differently from some studies on the relationship between maternal exposure to a pollutant and birthweight (Woodruff et al., 1997; Ritz and Yu 1999; Ritz et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2003; Basu et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2006) (2000), we adjust for gestation length because the length of the gestation period is, evidently, a good predictor of birthweight. Finally, we let z ij denote one of the exposure metrics defined in Section 4 for mother j living in census tract i evaluated over one of the seven time windows W ij . Thus, z ij is either A a W ij , P a W ij ;l , or R a W ij ;l . Then, our model relates ambient exposure to PM 2.5 and birthweight in the following way:
for i ¼ 1; . . .; M and j ¼ 1; . . .; N i with b 0 representing an intercept term, b a vector of coefficients for the socio-economic factors, a a coefficient of the effect of O i , the percentage of owner-occupied units in census tract i, f i a spatial random effect for census tract i and " ij an error term that follows a normal distribution with mean zero and variance s 2 . We include f i in Equation (8) to model spatial variability between census tracts. Even though the ambient exposure term might account for some of the spatial variability in the response variable, we introduce spatial random effects in the model because we anticipate that there is additional residual spatial variability in the data at the tract level that is not accounted for by O i . We note that we also fitted all of the models in the sequel without random effects, essentially using ordinary least squares (OLS). Summarizing, in the interest of space, these models do not predict as well (Table 2 below); introducing a spatially-varying intercept for the census tracts provides improved model flexibility over a constant intercept. Figure 4 below reveals the substantial spatial variability in these intercepts and their consequential magnitude in grams of birthweight. Expressed in different terms, location matters though we do not know the spatial variables that account for this.
Evidently, an enormous number of models can be considered by varying exposure metric, choice of window associated with the metric, and including one or more metrics. Here we present results for an illustrative set of choices. Precisely, if the time window of exposure W ij is the entire pregnancy T ij , then z ij can be, respectively, the average ambient exposure during the entire pregnancy, A a T ij , the percentage of days during the entire pregnancy ambient exposure exceeded 15mg=m 3 , P a T ij ;15 , or the normalized area under the ambient exposure curve above 15mg=m 3 , R a T ij ;15 . However, if the time window is any of the subsets W ij & T ij , then the exposure metrics appear in the model equation as a pair. More specifically, given an exposure metric we will introduce simultaneously in the model the value of the exposure metric evaluated over the first 30 and last 30 days of the pregnancy, for example, or over the first and last 60 days of the pregnancy, or over the first and second trimester. Hence, Equation (8) presents the model for birthweight and ambient exposure when the time window of exposure W ij ¼ T ij . For other time windows W ij & T ij , Equation (8) should be modified as:
where z ij1 and z ij2 indicate the two exposure metrics for mother j living in census tract i evaluated over the two ''paired'' time windows. In total, we consider 12 models, four for each exposure metric. We complete the specification of model (8) (respectively, (9)) by assigning prior distributions to the parameters in the model. Precisely,
while the spatial random effects for the census tract are modeled using a CAR model (Besag 1974; Banerjee et al., 2004) . The hyperparameters for the residual variance s 2 were determined as follows: the shape parameter h was set equal to 2.1, so that the variance of the Inverse Gamma exists but it is rather large, while the scale parameter n was set equal to the estimate of the residual variance obtained when fitting a linear regression model to birthweight using data from previous years and including in the model the same individual-level and tract-level covariates considered in our analysis, but excluding the exposure variables and the spatial random effects.
The prior specification for model (9) involves replacing the univariate normal distribution for g with a bivariate normal distribution for g 1 and g 2 . Hyperparameters of the priors were chosen to have proper but diffuse priors. Estimates of the parameters in the model are obtained via MCMC using a Gibbs sampling algorithm (Gelfand and Smith 1990) , with ''centering on the fly'' after each model-fitting iteration (Besag et al., 1995; Gelfand et al., 1996) to convert the improper CAR specification to a proper one.
The code to implement the MCMC algorithm has been written in Cþþ and it runs in 8 to 10 h depending on whether the exposure metrics enter the model as a single value/distribution or as a pair of values/distributions. Equation (10) this additional distribution:
where Uniform 30 denotes the discrete uniform distribution on a set of 30 values with support Z ij which changes for i ¼ 1; . . .; M and j ¼ 1; . . .; N i , and is given respectively by fA
: s j 2S ij g for any W ij T ij . As under the ambient exposure scenario, exposure metrics enter the model as a pair if the time windows considered are the first and last 30 days of the pregnancy, the first and last 60 days of the pregnancy, and the first and second trimester. In these cases, we add two additional distributions z ij1 $ Uniform 30 ðZ ij1 Þ and z ij2 $ Uniform 30 ðZ ij2 Þ to the specification of the second stage (10). Again, the resulting 12 models were fit via MCMC using a Gibbs sampling algorithm.
RESULTS
Across all models, the estimates of the coefficients of the socio-economic factors are rather consistent and consistent with previous findings. Additionally, with the exception of percentage of owner-occupied units in the census tract of maternal residence, marital status, and maternal age between 35 and 44, all of the coefficients are significant for all the models. The significance of the coefficient for the percentage of owner-occupied units in the census tract of maternal residence and marital status varies from model to model.
As previously commented, gestation length is probably the best predictor of birthweight and all models seem to indicate that for each additional week of gestation, birthweight increases of about 180À185 grams. All of our models indicate that Non-Hispanic Black women deliver babies that are on average about 165À180 grams lighter than babies of Non-Hispanic White mothers, while babies of Hispanic women are only 60À65 grams lighter than babies of Non-Hispanic White mothers. Lower levels of maternal education are negatively associated with birthweight: mothers with middle school education have babies that are on average 40À50 grams lighter than those of mothers with a high school education, while mothers that did not complete high school deliver babies that are on average 35À40 grams lighter than those of mothers who completed it. The situation is reversed for mothers with higher levels of education: birthweight increases by about 24À30 grams if the mother has done some college and by 25À35 grams if the mother has a college degree. Being too young at delivery also appears to be detrimental to birthweight. In particular, compared to the birthweight of a baby from a mother who is 25-34 years old at delivery, birthweight decreases by about 35À50 grams if the mother is between 15 and 17 years of age at delivery, and by 30À45 grams if maternal age is between 18 and 24 years of age. No significant difference in birthweight is found between mothers who deliver at 25-34 years of age and mothers who deliver at 35-44 years of age. Smoking and not being married are also risk factors. In particular, smoking during pregnancy is associated with a decrease of 180À190 grams, while not being married, in some models, is associated with a decrease of 30À40 grams in birthweight. Finally, not being the first baby and being a male are both associated with a significant increase in birthweight of about 120À135 grams.
Estimates of the coefficients of maternal exposure to particulate matter for some illustrative exposure windows are reported in Table 1 . For each combination of exposure metric and time window of exposure, the table presents, in grams, posterior means and the 95% credible interval obtained by running the models under the ambient exposure scenario and under the personal exposure framework. As Table 1 shows, none of the coefficients of exposure is significant. There are several possible interpretations for such result. More likely, as noted in Section 2.2, it is due to the moderate exposure levels in North Carolina compared with other regions used in such studies. Additionally, it is possible that the relationship between maternal exposure and birthweight is more complicated than just a simple linear relationship as it is implied in our model, or it is possible that the spatial random effects for the census tract of maternal residence are accounting for part of the effect of maternal exposure. It is also important to note the difference in the sign of the coefficient for maternal exposure between models that use ambient exposure to characterize an individual's exposure to PM 2.5 and models that use personal exposure. With the exception of the model that introduces maternal exposure via the second metric (percentage of days maternal exposure, whether ambient or personal, exceeded 15mg=m
3 ), every time the model using ambient exposure reports a negative (yet not significant) coefficient, the corresponding model using personal exposure reports a positive, yet not significant, coefficient. We believe that this is explained mostly by the different estimates of the spatial random effects obtained under the two models. Figure 4 and Figure 8 , in the Appendix, show, respectively, the posterior means and standard deviations for the spatial random effects obtained from the model that employs the third metric, that is, the normalized area under the ambient exposure curve, respectively, the personal exposure curve, above 15mg=m 3 with W ij ¼ T ij . We present results for this model because we believe that this metric has the advantage of combining both aspects of the first and second metrics, as it accounts for both magnitude and exceedances.
In Figure 4 darker shades are used to represent negative values, while the two lighter tones are used to represent positive values. As the figure shows, the two models imply a different spatial structure for the spatial random effects. In particular, the model employing ambient exposure seems to indicate more extreme values, both positive and negative, for the spatial random effects, while the spatial map for the model that employes personal exposure indicates more moderate values. Additionally, while both models associate large negative effects to census tracts in Mecklenburg, the two models disagree on the effects associated with census tracts in Wake county. In particular, while the model using personal exposure estimates the effect of some of the tracts in Wake county to be positive and between 0 and 25 grams, according to the model for ambient exposure, babies born from mothers residing in those census tracts are on average 25 to 56 grams lighter. Similar discrepancies can be observed in some of the western tracts in Randolph county: while the model Table 1 . Posterior means and 95% credible intervals for the coefficients of the different exposure metrics obtained using the two different approaches: the first one characterizes exposure using ambient exposure and the second one characterizes exposure using personal exposure. Covariates included in the model: gestation, maternal age, maternal race, maternal education, marital status, maternal smoking status, sex, birth order, percentage of owner-occupied units in the census tract, and spatial random effect for the census tract of maternal residence. Each coefficient is reported in grams for personal exposure associates a moderate positive effect to those tracts, the model for ambient exposure associates to them a moderate negative effect. The spatial map of the posterior standard deviation of the random spatial effects indicates that there is much more uncertainty in the estimates of these effects under the personal exposure scenario than under the ambient exposure scenario. In Figure 8 in the Appendix, lighter shades indicate smaller standard deviations, while darker shades indicate larger standard deviations. Such an increase in uncertainty under the personal exposure framework can be explained by the additional uncertainty in exposure provided by the distributions from the SHEDS-PM model and therefore is, arguably, more realistic than the uncertainty ascribed to the ambient exposure model. To illustrate this last point, we have also assessed the in-sample predictive ability of our models by predicting birthweight for each mother in the dataset. Table 2 reports, in grams, the root mean square predictive error, the mean absolute predictive error, the average length of the 95% predictive interval and the empirical coverage of the 95% predictive interval for the models that use the normalized area under the ambient exposure curve, respectively, the personal exposure curve above 15mg=m 3 evaluated over the course of the entire pregnancy. To show how adding the spatial random effects improves the predictive performance of the model, in Table 2 we have also included results for a model that does not include spatial random effects. As the table shows, modeling the residual spatial variability does improve the predictive performance of the model. However, it is using personal exposure rather than ambient exposure that improves the results dramatically as the first model yields predictions that are on average closer to the observed values. Both models generate predictive intervals that have an empirical coverage very close to the nominal. In particular, the additional uncertainty in the personal exposure scenario is reflected in wider predictive intervals that yield an empirical coverage above the nominal. In both exposure scenarios, the predictive intervals are quite wide and this can be explained by the rather large residual standard deviation. After adjusting for socio-economic factors and maternal exposure, independently of the combination of exposure metric and time window of exposure used, the residual standard deviation of the models is estimated to be around 300À450 grams. Such large residual standard deviations are also obtained when no spatial random effects are included in the model. We conclude this section by presenting spatial maps of the predicted average birthweight and the standard deviation of the predicted average birthweight by census tract. Comparing Figure 1 (a) and Figure 5 (a) and (b), we can clearly see that the model that uses the normalized area under the personal exposure curve above 15 mg=m 3 reproduces the spatial pattern of average birthweight shown in Figure 1(a) . On the other hand, the model that uses ambient exposure seems to underestimate average birthweight in some of the tracts, as the top right corner of the map indicates.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a hierarchical modeling framework that illustrates how an exposure simulator can be used to relate a health outcome to personal exposure when both the health endpoint and personal exposure are modeled at the individual level. For our analysis, we have applied this modeling framework to birthweight as health endpoint and particulate matter as pollutant. However the model is general and we believe that this type of approach could be useful in determining long-term effects of exposure on other health outcomes given a window of exposure, for example, a year before the onset of a medical complication. Differently from the findings of Mannes et al. (2005) and Bell et al. (2007) , our analysis did not reveal any significant effect of maternal exposure to PM 2.5 on birthweight at any time window of exposure. In particular, both Mannes et al. (2005) and Bell et al. (2007) have reported a significant adverse effect of exposure to PM 2.5 during the second and third trimester of the pregnancy.
A comparison between our results and previous results cannot easily be made as our model estimates maternal ambient exposure not in terms of county-wide average ambient concentration (Bell et al., 2007a) , city-wide average ambient concentration (Basu et al., 2004) , or average concentration as reported by the closest monitors within a 5 mile radius from the mother's residence (Basu et al., 2004; Mannes et al., 2005) . Additionally, as noted above, our study considers a spatial domain with lower concentration of fine particulate matter than the area considered by Mannes et al. (2005) , who examines Sydney. Australia, and Bell et al. (2007) , who study the relationship between maternal exposure to PM 2.5 and birthweight in Connecticut and Massachusetts. Finally, our model includes spatial random effects for the census tract of maternal residence, that other studies have not adjusted for.
The spatial random effects play an important role in our model and we believe that they do affect the relationship between exposure and birthweight, as the estimates of exposure and birthweight change if the spatial random effects are not included in the model, even though they still remain non-significant. We believe that including these spatial random effects is appropriate as they account for the residual spatial variability in the response variable that is not accounted for by socio-economic factors and by exposure itself. Additionally, even though not in line with the findings of Mannes et al. (2005) and Bell et al. (2007) our results agree with those of Basu et al. (2004) and Parker et al. (2005) who, characterizing exposure using the average ambient concentration of PM 2.5 measured by the closest monitoring sites to a mother's residence, didn't find any significant adverse effect of particulate matter on birthweight.
Our analysis has also revealed that models using personal exposure yield better predictions than models that use ambient exposure, thus arguing that personal exposure offers a better representation of an individual's exposure to particulate matter than ambient exposure.
For each subject in our dataset, we have characterized personal exposure using the SHEDS-PM simulator, by associating to each mother a distribution based on a set of 30 personal exposures for 30 individuals simulated within SHEDS-PM that match the selected mother in terms of age and census tract of residence. Since, among its output, SHEDS-PM also reports the contribution of ambient exposure on each simulated individual's personal exposure, it is possible to adapt the framework in this paper to assess the effect on birthweight of the contribution of a mother's exposure to particulate matter due to outdoor sources.
In our model, we have characterized each individual's ambient exposure during a particular time window of exposure using single values and not distributions. As we did under the personal exposure scenario, it is possible to associate to each individual a distribution for each combination of ambient exposure-time window of exposure. This can easily be achieved by using the method of McMillan et al. There are several ways in which our model can be extended: we have adjusted for gestational age using only a linear term. It would be possible to allow for a non-linear dependence of birth weight on gestational age, as Wang et al. (1997) have done. We have summarized the time series of both ambient and personal exposure using three metrics that highlight different aspects of an individual's exposure; other metrics could be developed and tested. Finally, we have predicted the ambient concentration of particulate matter at the census tract level by wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/environmetrics employing the fusion method of McMillan et al. (2009) . While this certainly breaks with the previous practice of characterizing ambient exposure using monitoring data only, there are alternative ways to integrate the information contained in the monitoring data and in the numerical model daily prediction of PM 2.5 .
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